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When you see a fire, who ya 
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When you see a fire, who ya 
gonna call? 

911
When someone gets hurt real 
bad, who ya gonna call?

911
When you see an accident,  
who ya gonna call?

911
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Who’s your friend on the 
other end, someone on whom 
you can always depend? 

When you’re home alone and 
someone tries to break in,  
who ya gonna call?

When you witness a crime,  
who ya gonna call?

When you’re lost and can’t 
find your way home, who ya 
gonna call?

911
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Let’s hear you shout! 
Without a doubt . . . 
to get the emergency job done,  
dial911

911
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9-1-1  
To the tune of Frère Jacques (Are You Sleeping?/Brother John)  
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Emergency! 
Emergency! 

If you see a fire 
If someone needs help 

call 9-1-1 
9-1-1

- By Diane Henderson
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In an  
emergency  

call
911 911 911 
_____________

Slap bracelet. Print & trim. Tape to a child’s wrist. (“Slap” it on.) Throughout the day people will ask about their bracelet. They share the fact that 
they will call 911 in an emergency.
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Trace the emergency number.  
Count up how many there are.  

I counted 

Name:

Color the picture.
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Congratulations!

knows how and 
when to call 911.
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If you liked this fall-themed resource,  
you may also like these autumn 

activities as well.  Diane
Tiny Tweets From:
dollardoodles.com

                 Patches  
   The Standard Scarecrow  

Diane Hender son 

ABC Me!

Letters, Numbers, 
Shapes, Time, Vowels,  
Colors, Blends, Words:  
Rhyming, Compound, CVC, 
Beginning S Sound  
& Contractions. 

Apple Sense Craftivity

Diane Hender son 

A 5 Senses Writing Prompt

Click on pix.
Life Cycle of an Apple Activities

Diane Hender son 

Emergent Reader & Crafts

Plant the
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seeds.

Apple

Seedlings

grow.

Buds
appear.

Life Cycle

The Life Cycle  
Of An Apple 

Emergent 
Reader

Plant the apple seeds.

A small seedling grows.

2

65

43

It grows into a big tree.

In spring the tree has buds. They bloom into apple blossoms.

seeds

seedling
_______

_____

tree
_____

buds
_____

blossoms

_______
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Designing stuff for TpT, is extra fun because of the awesome 
clip art & fonts that I use from these talented artists. 

0415210111
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Terms of Use: All rights reserved.  
No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any 
means, including photocopying, 
recording, or other electronic or 
mechanical methods, without the 
prior written permission of the 
publisher: dianetpt@gmail.com 

This resource is for one personal 
classroom use by a single teacher.  
Duplication for an entire school, or 
commercial purposes is strictly 
forbidden, without written 
permission from the author. To 
share this resource with more than 
one teacher, would you please refer 
them to my store.  

Copying any part of this product 
and placing it on the internet in any 
form, even for personal/classroom 
use, blog or website, is strictly 
forbidden and is a violation of the 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA).  These items can be 
picked up in a Google search, and 
traced back to the publishing site.  

Copyright 2015 by Diane Henderson 
of TeachWithMe.com 
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               Thank you so much for buying this product.  

             I truly hope you’ll love this item & that it will  
                make your life easier & teaching more fun! 

To my loyal followers: I promise to post at least one FREEBIE each 
month that will hopefully knock-your-socks-off. 

Please take a moment to leave feedback to earn valuable points,  
which equal money for future TPT purchases!  Woo hoo.   

             If for any reason you’re unhappy, please email me at:       
            dianetpt@gmail.com 
                                                Blessings,  Diane

“Believe you 
can and  
you’re  

half way 
there.”
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